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Abstract. Kerov’s polynomials give irreducible character values of the symmetric group in term of the free cumulants
oftheassociatedYoungdiagram. Usingacombinatorialapproachwithmaps, weproveinthisarticleapositivityresult
on their coefﬁcients, which extends a conjecture of S. Kerov.
Résumé. Les polynômes de Kerov expriment les valeurs des caractères irréductibles du groupe symmétrique en
fonction des cumulants libres du diagramme de Young associé. Grâce à une approche combinatoire à base de cartes,
nous prouvons dans cet article un résultat de positivité sur leurs coefﬁcients, qui généralise une conjecture de S. Kerov.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Irreducible characters of the symmetric group
If  is a permutation in S(k), let C() be the partition of the set [k] := f1;:::;kg in orbits under the
action of . The type of  is, by deﬁnition, the partition  of the integer k(i) whose parts are the length of
the cycles of . The conjugacy classes of S(k) are exactly the sets of partition of a given type. Irreducible
representations of S(n) are indexed by partitions  of n, or equivalently by Young diagrams of size n.
Let us deﬁne, for  ` k and  ` n with k  n, the following normalization of character values:
() :=
n(n   1):::(n   k + 1)()
(Idn)
; (1)
where  is a permutation in S(k) of type  (and can be seen as a permutation in S(n) of type 1n k) and
 is the character value of the irreducible representation associated to  (see [Ma]).
We use in this paper a new way to look at Young diagrams, initiated by R. Stanley in [St1]. In this paper,
he proved a nice combinatorial formula for character values, but only for Young diagrams of rectangular
(i) A partition of k is a non-increasing sequence of non-negative integers of sum k.
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shape. To generalize it, we have to look at any Young diagram as a superposition of rectangles: if p and
q are two ﬁnite sequences of positives integers
(p;q) :=
0
B
B
B B
B
@
X
i1
qi;:::;
X
i1
qi
| {z }
p1 times
;
X
i2
qi;:::;
X
i2
qi
| {z }
p2 times
;:::
1
C
C
C C
C
A
Theorem 1.1.1 (Stanley, Féray, ´ Sniady 2006) Let p and q be two ﬁnite sequences, (p;q) ` n the
associated Young diagram and  ` k(k  n). If  2 S(k) is a permutation of type , the character value
is given by the formula:

 
(p;q)

=
X
;2S(k)
=
( 1)jC()j+l()N;(p;q); (2)
where l() is the number of parts of  and N; a homogeneous power series of degree jC()j in p and
jC()j in q which will be deﬁned in section 2.
The complexity of this formula depends only on the size of the support of the permutation, (and not of the
permutation itself).
1.2 Free cumulants
To solve asymptotic problems in representation theory of the symmetric groups, P. Biane introduced
in [Bi2] the free cumulants Ri() (of the transition measure) of a Young diagram(ii) : the l + 1-th free
cumulantofistheleadingtermof(l)(), whenl isﬁxedandthesizeofgrowstoinﬁnity(foraprecise
statement, see [Bi2]). This result, together with theorem 1.1.1 and the fact that Rl+1 is homogeneous of
degree l + 1 in p and q, gives a combinatorial formula for cumulants:
Rl+1((p;q)) =
X
;2S(l)
=(1:::l)
jC()j+jC()j=l+1
( 1)jC()j+1N;(p;q) (3)
1.3 Kerov’s polynomials
It is natural to wonder if there are exact expressions of character values in terms of free cumulants.
Kerov’s polynomials give a positive answer to this question for character values on cycles (they appear
ﬁrst in a paper of P. Biane [Bi3, Theorem 1.1] in 2003) and can be generalized to any permutation:
Deﬁnition-Theorem 1.3.1 For any  ` k, there exists a polynomial K, with integer coefﬁcients, such
that, for every Young diagram  of size bigger than k, one has:
() = K(R2
 
);:::;Rk+1()

: (4)
(ii) The transition measure of a Young diagram is a measure on the real line introduced by S. Kerov in [Ke]. Its free cumulants are
a sequence of real numbers associated to this measure. The denomination comes from free probability theory, see [Bi2] for more
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Examples:
1 = R2;
2 = R3;
2;2 = R2
3   4R4   2R2
2   2R2;
3;2 = R3  R4   5R2  R3   6R5   18R3;
2;2;2 = R3
3   12R3  R4   6R3  R2
2 + 58R3  R2 + 40R5 + 80R3:
3 = R4 + R2;
4 = R5 + 3R3;
5 = R6 + 15R4 + 5R2
2 + 8R2;
For original Kerov’s polynomials (when  has only one part), the positivity of coefﬁcients can be
observed by numerical computations and was conjectured by S. Kerov. A lot of work has been done
to understand these coefﬁcients ([Bi3],[´ Sn],[GR],[Bi4],[R´ S]): a general, but exploding in complexity,
explicit formula and a combinatorial interpretation for linear terms in free cumulants have been found.
The main result of this paper is their positivity and a generalization to any partition  (conjectured in [R´ S]
in a different form).
Theorem 1.3.2 Let  ` k and  2 S(k) a permutation of type . Let
0
 :=
X
;2S(k)
=
<;> trans.
( 1)jC()j+1N;; (5)
where < ; > trans. means that the subgroup < ; > of S(k) generated by  and  acts transitively on
the set [k]. Then there exists a polynomial K0
 with non-negative integer coefﬁcients such that, as power
series in p and q:
0
 = K0
(R2;:::;Rk+1): (6)
Inthecasewhere = (k), onehas0
(k) = (k) andthetheoremisexactlyKerov’spositivityconjecture
(equality as power series in p and q is equivalent to equality for all Young diagram , whose size is bigger
than a given number). This theorem is the purpose of this paper and the proof is only sketched in this
extended abstract.
Examples: 0
2;2 = 4R4 + 2R2
2 + 2R2;
0
3;2 = 6R2  R3 + 6R5 + 18R3;
0
2;2;2 = 64R3  R2 + 40R5 + 80R3:
It is easy to recover  from 0 by looking, for each factorization    = , at the set partition of [k] in
orbits under the action of < ; > (one has to be careful about the signs):
 =
X
 partition of [l()]
0
@
Y
fi1;:::;ilg part of 
( 1)l 10
i1;:::;il
1
A: (7)96 Valentin Féray
1.4 Organization of the article
In section 2, we will associate a map to each pair of permutations. This will help us to deﬁne the
associated power series N. In section 3, for any map M, we write N(M) as an algebraic sum of power
series appearing in the combinatorial expression of cumulants. Thanks to this decomposition, in section
4, we sketch the proof of theorem 1.3.2 and give the value of some particular coefﬁcients.
2 Maps and polynomials
In this section, we deﬁne the power series N; as the composition of three functions:
S(k)  S(k)
x 2:1 // bicolored labeled map
Forget // bicolored graph
x 2:2 // C[[p;q]]
2.1 From permutations to maps
The following construction is classical (it generalizes the work of I.P. Goulden and D.M. Jackson in
[GJ]) but we recall it for completeness.
Deﬁnition 2.1.1 A graph is a set of vertices V , a set of half-edges H partitioned in sets of cardinal 2
called edges and sets of cardinal 1 called external half-edges and a fonction extremity from H to V .
A map is a graph endowed with, for each vertex v, a cyclic order on the half-edges of extremity v.
Deﬁnition 2.1.2 Toanedge-labeledbicoloredmapM withk edges, weassociatethepairofpermutations
(;) 2 S(k)2 deﬁned by: if i is an integer in [k], e the edge of M with label i and h its half-edge with a
white (resp. black) extremity(iii), then (i) (resp. (i)) is the label of the edge containing the successor of
h (i.e. the half-edge following h in the cyclic order given by its extremity).
It is easy to see that this deﬁnes a bijection between edge-labeled bicolored maps and pairs of per-
mutations. Its inverse associates to a pair of permutations (;) 2 S(k)2 the following bicolored edge-
labeled map M;: the set of white vertices is C(), the one of black vertices C(), the set of half-edges
f1w;1b;:::;kw;kbg is partitioned in edges fiw;ibg and the cycle (i1;:::;il) of  (resp. (j1;:::;jl) of
) is the extremity of the half-edges iw
1 ;:::;iw
l (resp. jb
1;:::;jb
l ) in this cyclic order.
Example 1 The map from ﬁgure 1 is associated to the pair
 
(15)(27)(3)(486);(174)(236)(58)

of per-
mutations in S(8), (written as product of cycles of disjoint support).
Note that the connected components of M; are in bijection with the orbits of [k] under the action
of < ; >. So, a factorization is transitive if and only if its map is connected. In particular, maps of
factorizations appearing in formula (3) (the combinatorial expression for cumulants) are connected maps
with k + 1 vertices and k edges, that is to say planar trees.
2.2 From graphs to polynomials
Deﬁnition 2.2.1 Let G be a bicolored graph and V its set of vertices, disjoint union of the black vertices
Vb and the white ones Vw. An evaluation   : V ! N? is called admissible if, for any edge between a
(iii) By deﬁnition, the two half-edges of an edge of a bicolored graph have respectively a white and a black extremity.Positivity of Kerov’s polynomials 97
Fig. 1: Map of the pair
 
(15)(27)(3)(486);(174)(236)(58)

white vertex w and a black one b, it fulﬁlls  (b)   (w). The power series N(G) in indeterminates p
and q is deﬁned by the formula:
N(G) =
X
 :V !N
admissible
Y
w2Vw
p (w)
Y
b2Vb
q (b): (8)
Note that N is extended by Z-linearity, to the ring Abg spanned by bicolored graphs. It is in fact a
morphism of rings (the power series associated to a disjoint union of graphs is simply the product of the
power series associated to these graphs).
If  and  are two permutations in S(k), we put:
N; := N(M;):
This deﬁnition is the one that appears in theorem 1.1.1. The main step of our proof of Kerov’s con-
jecture is to write the power series associated to any pair of permutations as an algebraic sum of power
series associated to forests (product of the terms appearing in the combinatorial expression of cumulants,
see (3)).
Let G be a bicolored graph and L an oriented loop(iv) of G. We denote by E(L) the set of edges
which appear in the sequence L oriented from their white extremity to their black one. Let us deﬁne the
following element of the Z-module Abg:
TL(G) =
X
E
0E(L)
E
06=;
( 1)jE
0j 1GnE0; (9)
where GnE0 denotes the graph obtained by taking G and erasing its edges belonging to E0 (it is a sub-
graph of G with the same set of vertices). These elementary transformations are drawn on ﬁgure 2, where
we have only drawn vertices and edges belonging to the loop L (so these schemes can be understood as
local transformations).
We have the following conservation property (easy to prove):
(iv) An oriented loop is by deﬁnition a cyclic sequence of oriented edges such that the end of each edge is the origin of the next one,
and such that the ends of all edges are different.98 Valentin Féray
Fig. 2: Illustration of transformation TL
Proposition 2.2.1 If G is a bicolored graph and L an oriented loop of G, then
N
 
TL(G)

= N(G): (10)
Recall that N is a morphism of rings, so (Abg)=KerN is a ring.
Corollary 2.2.2 The ring (Abg)=KerN is generated by trees.
Proof: Just iterate the proposition by choosing any oriented loop until there is no loop left (if a graph is
not a disjoint union of trees, there is always one). 2
However, forests are not linearly independent in (Abg)=KerN.
3 Map decomposition
By iterating proposition 2.2.1 until there are only forests left, given a graph G, we obtain an algebraic
sum of forests whose associated power series is N(G). But there are many possible choices of oriented
loops and they can give different sums of forests. In this section, we explain, how, by restricting the
choices, we choose a particular one, which depends on the map structure and the labeling.
3.1 Elementary decomposition
To do coherent choices, it is convenient to add an external half-edge to our map (an external half-edge
has an extremity but does not belong to any edge). So, in this paragraph, we deal with bicolored maps
with exactly one external half-edge h. They generate a free Z-module denoted Abm;1.
If M is such a map, let ? be the extremity of its external half-edge. An (oriented) loop L = (e1;:::;eh)
is called admissible if:
 The vertex ? is a vertex of the loop, that is to say that ? is the extremity of the second half-edge hi;2
of ei and of the ﬁrst half-edge hi+1;1 of ei+1 for some i (where L = e1;:::;eh, with the convention
eh+1 = e1);Positivity of Kerov’s polynomials 99
Fig. 3: General form of the connected component containing ? of a map appearing in D1(M).
 The cyclic order at ? restricted to the set

h;hi;2;hi+1;1
	
is the cyclic order
 
h;hi+1;1;hi;2

.
If L satisﬁes the ﬁrst condition, exactly one among the oriented loops L and L0 is admissible (where L0 is
L with the opposite orientation).
Deﬁnition-Theorem 3.1.1 There exists a unique linear operator
D1 : Abm;1 ! Abm;1
such that:
 The image of a given map M lives in the vector space spanned by its submaps with the same set of
vertices.
 If L is an admissible loop of M, then
D1(M) = D1
 
TL(M)

: (11)
Note that this equality is meant as an equality between submaps of M, not only as isomorphic maps.
 If there is no admissible loops in M, then D1(M) = M.
The interesting point (which needs a two-page proof) in this theorem is that the right member of (11)
does not depend on the chosen admissible loop L.
3.2 Complete decomposition
It is immediate from the deﬁnition that every map M0 appearing with a non-zero coefﬁcient in D1(M)
has no admissible loops. Thus they are of the following form (drawn on ﬁgure 3):
The vertex ? is the extremity of half-edges hi(0  i  l), including the external one h0, numbered with
respect to the cyclic order. For i  1, hi belongs to an edge ei, whose other extremity is vi. Each vi is in
a different connected component Mi (called leg) of Mnfh1;:::;hlg. Note that we have only erased the
half-edge hi and not the whole edge ei so that each Mi keeps an external half-edge.
If we have a family of submaps M0
i = MinfE0
ig of the Mi’s we consider the map M(M0
1;:::;M0
l) =
Mn
S
fE0
ig obtained by replacing in M each Mi by M0
i.
The outcome of operator D1 is an algebraic sum of maps, which are much more complicated than pla-
nar forests. So, in order to write N(M) as an algebraic sum of series associated to minimal factorizations,100 Valentin Féray
Fig. 4: Map M.
we have to iterate such operations.
We want to deﬁne decompositions of maps associated to pairs of permutations, so of edge-labeled
bicolored maps without external edges. But it is convenient to work on a bigger module: the ring Ablm;1
of bicolored labeled maps with at most one external half-edge per connected component.
Deﬁnition-Proposition 3.2.1 There exists a unique linear operator
D : Ablm;1 ! Ablm;1
such that:
1. If M has only one vertex, then D(M) = M ;
2. If M has more than one connected components M =
F
Mi, then D(M) =
F
D(Mi) ;
3. If M has only one connected component and no external half-edge, consider its edge e of smallest
label. Let h be the half-edge of e of black extremity b. We denote by M the map obtained by adding
one external half-edge of extremity b just after h. Then D(M) = D(M) ;
4. If M has only one connected component with one half-edge but no admissible loops, we use the
notations of the previous paragraph. As the Mi are connected maps with an external half-edge, we
can compute D(Mi) (third or ﬁfth case). Then D(M) is given by the formula:
D(M) = M(D(M1);:::;D(Ml));
where M is extended by multilinearity to algebraic sums of submaps of the Mi’s.
5. Else, D(M) = D(D1(M)).
Existence and uniqueness of D are obvious. Like D1, the operator D consists in iterating transforma-
tions of kind TL, so it leaves N invariant. The image of a map M by D is in the subspace generated by its
submaps with the same set of vertices, no isolated vertices and no loops, i.e. its covering forests without
trivial trees. Note also that forests are ﬁxed points for D (immediate induction).
Example 2 We will compute D(M) where M is the map from ﬁgure 4 (without the external half-edge).
The map M belongs to the third kind, so we have to add an external half-edge as on ﬁgure. Now, M is a
map of the ﬁfth type and we have to compute D1(M): this is very easy because the two transformationsPositivity of Kerov’s polynomials 101
Fig. 5: Maps involved in the computation of the example.
associated with admissible loops lead to the same sum of submaps which do not contain any admissible
loop.
D1(M) = Mnf1g + Mnf2g   Mnf1;2g
So D(M) = D(Mnf1g) + D(Mnf2g)   D(Mnf1;2g)
The map Mnf1g is a map of the fourth type with only one leg M1, which is drawn at ﬁgure 5.
This map M1 is again of the fourth type (with one leg: the map M2 from ﬁgure 5) so we have to compute
D(M2), which is simply D1(M2) = M2nf5g. This implies immediately that D(M1) = M1nf5g and:
D(Mnf1g) = Mnf1;5g:
Similarly, D(Mnf2g) = Mnf2;3g:
Now we look at the map Mnf1;2g. It has two connected component (we have to apply rule 2): one is
a tree and has a trivial image by D, the other one M3 has no external half-edge. We have to add one
external half-edge to M3 with the third rule and obtain M4. Now, it is clear that D1(M4) = M4nf3g, so
one has D(Mnf1;2g) = Mnf1;2;3g.
Finally,
D(M) = Mnf1;5g + Mnf2;3g   Mnf1;2;3g:
3.3 Signs
In this paragraph, we study the sign of the coefﬁcients in the expression D(M). This is central in
the proof of theorem 1.3.2 because we will show that the coefﬁcients of K0
 can be written as a sum of
coefﬁcients of D(M), for some particular maps M.
Proposition 3.3.1 Let M0  M two maps with the same set of vertices and respectively tM0 and tM
connected components. The sign of the coefﬁcient of M0 in ( 1)tMD(M) is ( 1)tM0.
Proof: Due to the inductive deﬁnition of D using D1, it is enough to prove the result for operator D1 in
the case where M is a connected (tM = 1) bicolored map with one external half-edge. We proceed by
induction over the number of edges in MnM0. If M0 = M, the result is obvious. Note that if M0 has
a non-zero coefﬁcient in D1(M), we have necessarily MnM0 = fe1;:::;elg where each ei belongs at
least to one admissible loop.
First case: There exists an edge e 2 MnM0 such that Mnfeg has at least one admissible loop. Put
M1 = Mnfeg. As we can choose any admissible loop at each step to compute D1(M), let us choose,
whenever it is possible, a loop which does not contain e. After transformations with respect to these loops,
we get D1(M1) [ feg (that is the sum of maps obtained by adding the edge e to all maps in D1(M1)).
So, one has: D1(M) = D1
 
D1(M1) [ feg

. The submaps M00 of M1 containing M0 can be divided in
two classes:102 Valentin Féray
 Either M00[feg has the same number t of connected components as M00. By induction hypothesis,
the sign of the coefﬁcient of M00 [ feg in D1(M1) [ feg is ( 1)t 1 ;
 Or M00 [ feg has strictly less connected components than M00. In this case feg does not belong to
any loops of M00[feg, so every graph appearing in D1(M00[feg) does contain feg. In particular,
the coefﬁcient of M0 in D1(M00 [ feg) is zero.
Finally, the coefﬁcient of M0 in D1(M) is the same as in the sum of D1(M00 [ feg) for M00 of the ﬁrst
class. So the result comes from the induction hypothesis applied to M0  M00 [ feg (which can be done
because M00 [ feg has strictly less edges than M).
Second case: Else, up to a new numbering of edges of MnM0, the map M0 has l connected components
M0
1;:::;M0
l and, for each i, the two extremities of ei belong to M0
i and M0
i+1 (convention: M0
l+1 = M0
1).
Choose any admissible loop L, it contains all the edges ei. Indeed, if we look at a map of the kind
M00 = MnE0, with E0 ( fe1;:::;elg, all edges of fe1;:::;elgnE0 do not belong to any loop of M00
and are never erased in the computation of D1(M). So the only term in TL(M) which contribute to the
coefﬁcient of M0 is ( 1)l 1M0. 2
4 Coefﬁcients of Kerov’s polynomials
4.1 End of the proof of main theorem
We use the D-invariance of N to write 0
 as an algebraic sum of power series appearing in (3):
0
 =
X
;2S(k)
=
<;> trans.
( 1)jC()j+1N(D(M;)); (12)
But, thanks to the existence of Kerov’s generalized polynomials, one has:
0
 =
X


t Y
i=1
Rji()+1: (13)
These two expressions are linked by the following technical (non-easy) result :
Lemma 4.1.1 If we develop the right member of (13) with the formula (3), we obtain exactly, up to a new
ordering of the terms, the right member of (12).
As the forest Fj1;:::;jt with t trees with one black vertex and respectively j1  1;:::;jt  1 black vertices
appear only in the monomials in cumulants
Q
Rji with coefﬁcient ( 1)v+t (v is the number of vertices
of F), one has :
Proposition 4.1.2 The coefﬁcient of monomial
t Q
i=1
Rji+1 in K0
 is the coefﬁcient of Fj1;:::;jt in
( 1)t 1 X
;2S(K)
=;<;>trans.
jC()j=t
D(M;):Positivity of Kerov’s polynomials 103
Together with proposition 3.3.1 and the fact that transitive factorizations have connected associated maps,
this ends the proof of the main theorem 1.3.2.
4.2 Explicit computations
Proposition 4.1.2 is useful, in some cases, to give an explicit expression or a combinatorial interpreta-
tion of coefﬁcients. We can recover the formula for terms of graded degree k   1 in Kk (already proved
in two different ways by I.P. Goulden and A. Rattan in [GR] and by P. ´ Sniady in [´ Sn]) and the combina-
torial interpretation of coefﬁcients of linear monomials in R (proved in [Bi3] for  = (k) and then in the
context of generalized polynomial in [R´ S]). But one can also state new results:
Theorem 4.2.1 (quadratic coefﬁcients) Let k;j;l be positive integers, the coefﬁcient of RjRl in K0
 is
the number (respectively half the number if j = l) of pairs (;') which fulﬁll the following conditions:
 The ﬁrst element  is a permutation in S(k) such that jC()j = 2. The second element ' is a
bijection jC()j
 ! f1;2g. So we count some permutations with numbered cycles.
  1 has j + l   2 cycles. ( is a given permutation of type .)
 Among these cycles, at least j have an element in common with ' 1(1) and at least l with ' 1(2).
Theorem 4.2.2 LetN(l1;:::;lt;L)bethenumberofsolutionsoftheequationx1+:::+xt = L, fulﬁlling
the condition that, for each i, xi is an integer between 0 and li. Then, the coefﬁcient of a monomial
t Q
i=1
Rji
of graded degree r + s in K0
r;s is:
r  s
t
jPerm(j)j N(j1   2;:::;jt   2;r   t); (14)
where Perm(j) is the set of sequences equal to j up to a permutation (jPerm(j)j = t!
m2!:::mk 1! is the
multinomial coefﬁcient of the ml’s, where ml is the number of ji equal to l).
This is the highest graded degree terms in K0
r;s. A consequence of this result (together with the term of
degree k   1 in Kk) is the subdominant term for character values on any ﬁxed permutation:
Corollary 4.2.3 For any  = (k1;:::;kr) ` k, one has:
 =
r Y
i=1
Rki+1 +
r X
i=1
2
4(
Y
h6=i
Rh)
0
@
X
jjj=i 1
(k   1)k(k + 1)
24
jPerm(j)j
l(j) Y
i
(ji   1)Rji
1
A
3
5
+
X
1i1<i2r
2
4(
Y
h6=i1;i2
Rh)
0
@
X
jjj=i1+i2
i1  i2
l(j)
jPerm(j)j N(j1   2;:::;jl(j)   2;i1   l(j))
l(j) Y
i=1
Rji
1
A
3
5
+ lower graded degree terms:
Proof: In equation (7), the only summands which contain terms of degree jj+r 2 are the one indexed
by the partition of [l()] in singletons and those indexed by partitions in one pair and singletons. 2104 Valentin Féray
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